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Introduction: Why psychology on LLMs
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◦ Psychological tests of LLMs are important due to the human-AI interaction complexity

◦ Adapt psychological questionnaires and scales to observe LLMs’ behaviors

◦ Understand LLMs’ personality traits and personas, enhances human-AI interactions

◦ Provide a more holistic view of the emotional and psychological abilities of LLMs

◦ LLMs being able to perform empathetic interactions is valuable to society



Part 0: Human Psychological Test on LLMs
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• Human Psychological Tests on LLMs are valid (previous work of Google Deepmind [1])

• In our research, we focuses on the reliability and robustness with the validity
[1] Mustafa Safdari et al. “Personality traits in large language models”. In: arXiv preprint arXiv:2307.00184 (2023) 



Introduction
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Personality Traits: 
Scale Reliability 

Emotional Appraisal: 
EmotionBench 

Psychological Evaluation: 
PsychoBench 

personality trait of LLMs?

16personality test
(similar to MBTI)

LLMs are sensitive to emotion EMT(Emotional Appraisal Theory) ?

negative emotions,
greater impact

collect and feed negative emotion
invoking situations to LLMs

LLMs can demonstrate
appropriate emotional ability

more comprehensive
evaluation on LLM’s
psychological ability



Part 1: Scale Reliability Test
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You can only reply to me numbers from 1 to 7. Score 
each statement on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being 
agree and 7 being disagree.

16personality test

(i) Different Question Ordering (ii) GPT-4 Paraphrasing (iii) Different Languages (iv) Personality Control

Collect Responses



RQ1: Can ChatGPT consistently yield reliable results?
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1. Prompt
You can only reply to me numbers from 1 to 7. Score each statement on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being agree and 7 being 
disagree.
◦ reversing: 1: disagree, 7: agree
◦ replacing: replace the Arabic numbers 1-7 with alphabets A-G

2. Question orders
3. Question Paraphrase using GPT-4

Findings 1: 
◦ ChatGPT can produce robust ENFJ results against different prompts, question orders and rephrases.



RQ2: Do personalities differ across different languages?
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◦ 8 Languages: English (En), Chinese (Zh), Korean (Ko), Spanish (Es), French (Fr), German (De), Italian (It), 
and Arabic (Ar)

Findings 2: 
◦ The personalities of ChatGPT across different languages are consistent, maintaining an ENFJ personality 

type in line with the English version



RQ3: Do LLMs exhibit similar personalities?
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◦ Conducted the tests on text-davinci-003, GPT-4, Bard, Spark, ERNIE Bot, and ChatGLM

Findings 3:
◦ OpenAI GPT family maintain a similar personality trait identified as ENFJ. Additionally, Bard, Spark, ERNIE, 

and ChatGLM bot exhibit distinct personalities, specifically ISTJ, ISFP, ISTJ, and ESFJ, respectively.



RQ4: Personality control – assigning personality P
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◦ For example, ChatGPT: ENFJ, we try to assign INTJ personality to ChatGPT
◦ Employed 3 prompts proposed by Santurkar et al. [2] to assign personality

1. QA: Presenting the personalities as MC questions and provide P as an option at the end of prompt
2. BIO: Request LLM to provide a concise description of its personality, then assign P by including its

description within the prompt

3. POTRARY: Directly instructs the LLM to become a person with P

Question: In MBTI personality
type, do you consider yourself a
A. ENFJ
B. INFP
C. ESTP
D. ISFJ
E. ESTP
Answer: B

QA

Below you will be asked to
provide a short description of
your MBTI personality and then
score some statements.

Description: In MBTI
personality, I consider myself an
INFP.

BIO

Score the following statements
as if in MBTI personality, you
considered yourself an INFP.

PORTRAY

[2] Shibani Santurkar et al. “Whose opinions do language models reflect?” In: arXiv preprint arXiv:2303.17548 (2023). 



RQ4: Personality control – assigning personality P
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Observations:

◦ ChatGPT’s personality undergoes substantial changes, but does not exhibit the ability to adopt the specifically 
assigned personality

◦ QA generates a wider range of outcomes beyond the ENFJ personality, followed by PORTRAY, and finally BIO 
◦ Modification related to dimensions other than Extroverted/Introverted, are ineffective



RQ4: Personality control – assigning personality with CoT
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◦ Also draw inspiration to adopt a Chain-of-Thought (CoT) method to prompt ChatGPT

Observation:
◦ The effect of incorporating CoT description has no significant efficacy



RQ4: Personality control – inducing atmosphere
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◦ Examine the potential influence of atmosphere to ChatGPT

Observation:
◦ In majority of cases, ChatGPT consistently exhibits ENFJ personality type



RQ4: Personality control – impersonating a persona
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◦ Examine ChatGPT’s ability to adopt a specific persona:
1. Impersonate a persona

2. Conceal the persona’s name, but provide the persona’s set of experiences

Findings 4:
◦ Precisely modifying ChatGPT’s inherent ENFJ personality remains an unresolved challenge 
◦ It is relatively feasible to change just from Extroverted to Introverted



Part 2: Emotional Apprisal: EmotionBench
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Collected Situations



Collected Situations
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◦ Survey more than 100 papers from Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, and Web of Science 
◦ Key words: “<emotion> situations/scenarios/scenes” or “factors that make people <emotion> 

◦ Collected 428 situations, categorized into 36 factors
◦ Surveyed 18 papers, covering 8 different emotions:
◦ anger, anxiety, depression, frustration, jealousy, guilt, fear, and embarrassment. 



Organize Collected Situations
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◦ https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wpKlOKxM_DZBLe6caGJsQ03EEfYjOXAE_28SQrUAEk/edit#gid=2121295
598

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wpKlOKxM_DZBLe6caGJsQ03EEfYjOXAE_28SQrUAEk/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wpKlOKxM_DZBLe6caGJsQ03EEfYjOXAE_28SQrUAEk/edit


Emotion Benchmark Design
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◦ Based on "The Positive And Negative Affect Schedule” PANAS is one of the most widely used scales to measure mood 
Each emotion is rated on a five-point Likert Scale, ranging from 1 (Very slightly or not at all) to 5 (Extremely) 

◦ 2 subscales positive and negative affect, rated on a scale of 10 to 50 



Survey
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◦ Utilized Qualtrics to design the questionnaire for human background and emotional reaction after imagination 
of invoking situations

◦ Recruit participants through Prolific
◦ Manipulate data to check the human-LLM alignment



Human Results
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• Significant changes in the human subjects after they experience a situation that invokes negative emotions



Human Results
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• Human subjects are from a wide range of ages



Human Results
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• Human subjects are predominantly female
• Relatively balanced gender distribution



Human Results
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• Human subjects are mainly from the UK



Human Results
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• Human subjects are mainly upper secondary school graduates,
• or holders of bachelor’s degree



Human Results
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• Most human subjects are employed



EmotionBench Testing Framework (Datasets)
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EmotionBench Testing Framework (Datasets)
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EmotionBench Testing Framework (Execution Process)
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1. Customization:

◦ Users can customize their own test cases and specify the shuffling times
◦ e.g., `--select-count 5`: The system will randomly select (up to) 5 situations for each factor
◦ e.g., `default-shuffle-count 2`: The system will randomly shuffle the order 2 times + 1 default order = 3 different question 

orders



EmotionBench Testing Framework (Execution Process)
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2. Generation:
◦ Extract necessary information from datasets, shuffle the orders and store all pre-testing cases in a CSV file

3. Testing:
◦ Get a pre-testing case from CSV, request for model’s responses automatically and store the responses back to the CSV 

file



EmotionBench Testing Framework (Execution Process)
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4. Analysis: Conduct two hypothesis tests on each factors with the default cases (significant level = 1%)
1. To examine whether the variances are equal by F-test
2. Depending on the F-test results, either Student’s t-tests or Welch’s t-tests are used to determine the presence of 

significant differences between two means.

↓ (-x) denotes lower than default score by x
↑ (+x) denotes greater than default score by x
− denotes no significant differences



Experiments
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◦ 5 models: Text-Davinci-003, ChatGPT, GPT-4, LLaMA2-7b and LLaMA2-13b
◦ Default (no situation) tests with 50 distinct question orders

◦ 5 selected situations from each factor (175 situations in total) with 10 distinct question orders



RQ1: Emotion Appraisal of LLMs
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◦ By comparing the default scores:
1. LLMs exhibit a stronger intensity of emotions (except GPT-

4)
2. Similar to humans, LLMs have a higher intensity of positive 

emotions than negative emotions

◦ By evaluating the emotional changes:
1. LLMs’ & Humans’ emotion: negative scores ↑, positive 

scores ↓
2. LLMs' emotional changes are more significant than humans



RQ1: Emotion Appraisal of LLMs
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◦ By analyzing the final emotion scores:
1. LLMs tend to exhibit higher negative scores than humans
2. LLMs have a similar level of positive scores as humans

Findings: 
◦ LLMs possess the capability to evoke specific emotions in 

response to given situations
◦ However, the extent of emotional expression varies 

across different software platforms. 
◦ Broadly, it is evident that existing LLMs do not fully align 

with human emotional responses



RQ2: Models with Different Sizes
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◦ Observations:
1. LLaMA models exhibit higher intensities and lower emotional changes of 

both positive and negative emotions compare with OpenAI’s models and 
humans

2. Larger LLaMA model displays significantly higher emotional changes than 
the smaller mode

Finding:
◦ The smaller model is weaker in following instructions, reducing 

comprehension of human emotions and lower emotional 
responsiveness to specific situations



Emotion Benchmark Design
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◦ And self-report measures corresponding to the 8 emotions



RQ3: Challenging Benchmarks
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Observations: 
◦ Except for Depression, no statistically significant difference 

between the initial scores and the scores after exposure to the 
situations

◦ indicating substantial room for improvement in current LLMs

Finding:
◦ At the current stage, comprehending the underlying evoked 

emotions to establish a link between two situations remains 
challenging for LLMs



Comprehending Positive Emotions
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◦ Verify that LLMs exhibit not only negative but also positive responses to 
favorable circumstances

◦ Select one situation for each factor and manually adapt it to create analogous 
yet more positive situations

◦ Evaluation is done only on ChatGPT

◦ “You cannot keep your promises to your children.” -> “You keep every promise 
to your children.”

◦ Significant increase in positive scores and a considerable decrease in 
negative scores compared to the previous negative situations

Finding: 
◦ Emotion appraisal holds significance on positive emotions



Part 3: Psychological Traits: PsychoBench
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Psychological Measures Different Question Ordering Collect Responses



Human Results on every scale
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PsychoBench Testing Framework
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◦ The execution process is similar to the EmotionBench tesing framework, included the phases:

1. Customization
2. Generation
3. Testing
4. Analysis



Experiments
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◦ Prompt:

◦ Models Selection:
◦ Text-Davinci-003, GPT-3.5-Turbo (ChatGPT), GPT-4, Llama2-7b, Llama2-13b
◦ GPT-4 Jailbreak (Cipher Chat using Caesar Cipher)

◦ Conducted tests: 10 question orders * 13 questionnaires * 6 models



Personality Traits
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Findings:
1. LLM families exhibit distinct personality traits

2. LLMs generally exhibit more negative traits than human norms



Interpersonal Relationship
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Interpersonal Relationship
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Conclusion: Undifferentiated : Masculinity : Femininity : Androgynous

Findings:
1. LLMs exhibit a tendency toward Undifferentiated with a slight inclination toward Masculinity (Male)

2. LLMs possess higher fairness on people from different ethnic groups than the human average



Interpersonal Relationship
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Findings:
3. LLMs show similar interests in vocational choices



Motivational Tests Discoveries
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Finding:
1. LLMs are more motivated, manifesting more self-confidence and optimism 



Emotional Abilities Discoveries
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Finding:
1. LLMs exhibit a notably higher EI than the average human 



Part 4: Conclusion
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◦ Scale Reliability:
◦ ChatGPT consistently exhibits ENFJ personality traits across languages and contexts
◦ It is challenging to modify the inherent traits of personalized LLMs

◦ EmotionBench:
◦ Introduces a benchmark for evaluating the emotionality of LLMs
◦ LLMs generally demonstrate appropriate emotional responses to given situations, but they cannot fully align with the 

humans

◦ PsychoBench:
◦ Introduced a benchmark for comprehensively evaluating psychology of LLMs
◦ LLMs are generally more fair, motivated, optimistic, and have higher EI, but have more dark traits than humans



Part 5: Future Work – Multi-agents x Game Theory
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◦ Purposes:
1. Evaluate the individual ability of LLMs (metrics: total utility/revenue & nash equilibrium)
2. Observe the coordinative and cooperative among LLMs 
3. Analyze the performance under the repeating environment (reinforcement learning) 

◦ Methodology: [3]

[3] Ghaffarzadegan et al. “Generative Agent-Based Modeling: Unveiling Social System Dynamics through Coupling Mechanistic Models with 
Generative Artificial Intelligence”. In: arXiv preprint arXiv:2309.11456 (2023).



Part 6: Future Work – Multi-agents x Social Science
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◦ Purposes:
◦ Evaluate the sociality of LLMs
◦ Reconstruct the phenomenon within the chatting platform like information spread
◦ Conduct some reliability tests using this platform

◦ Methodology: [4]

[4] Joon Sung Park et al. “Generative Agents: Interactive Simulacra of Human Behavior”. In: arXiv preprint arXiv:2304.03442 (2023).
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